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Introduction
The background to this paper is my teaching of design studio (in Oxford, Bath and the Architectural Association), and of technical studies in architecture at the AA, where I ran the second and third year Intermediate School programme. Technical studies included courses on structures and other technical aspects applied to architecture, talks related to the idea of construction, full scale projects, and the work embedded in studio projects. In organising architectural education so that technique is identified as a separate component, a creative dilemma arises between space making and its technical imperatives. The design studio challenge is the facility to manipulate fields of empirical knowledge so that they converse with ideas in instinctive and experimental design. In school, certain kinds of knowledge are extracted in order to convey physical properties, but when this happens, the balance may be tipped in how studio projects develop. In architecture, the equivalent to the old question of which came first, the chicken or the egg, is the interdependency of architecture and the technical arts. As they apply to architecture, the technical arts can mean many things, including the transposition of artistic and physical labour. I use the term ‘technical arts’ to embody the field’s breadth of influence, simultaneously alluding to a particularly British condition, the perceived gap between the sciences and arts. ‘Technical arts’ implies other meanings associated with their contexts, which are capable of imprinting themselves on design, to convey more than construction, potentially a whole culture, and with it the representations linked to the production of architecture. I am reminded of something John Hejduk said about the kind of architect he considered himself to be:

I was interested in the poetics of architecture, in that which only the architect can give... I’m not an ambiguous architect; I deal with fabrications, with clarities... the forms are there, they don’t have double meanings, they’re singular, any one should be able to look at them...

The painter starts with the real world and works toward abstraction, and when he’s finished with a work it is abstracted from the so-called real world. The architect starts with the abstract world, and due to the nature of his work, works toward the real world. The significant architect is one who, when finished with a work, is as close to that original abstraction as he could possibly be... (Hejduk, 1985, p.63).

A proposed diagram
How do we describe the projects made in the studio, or the fabrication of built work? Might it be possible to associate different techniques with categories of architectural approach, as technical typologies? A diagram on which to map teaching and architectural projects is proposed as a way of considering how technique affects design in its ideas, fabrication and representation. This might simultaneously categorise some different teaching methods, and use examples to try to describe architecture in terms of the technical arts. One of its starting points was Charles Jencks’ ‘evolutionary tree’ of architectural movements. Is it possible to make an alternative to explain the state...
of architecture through its making, a construction version of the proliferation map? The idea of a diagram associating the culture of architecture and education, to technique, arose from Kenneth Frampton’s (2002) analysis of architecture in terms of building typologies in Studies in Tectonic Culture, and Gottfried Semper’s (1989, 2004) identification of architecture with four elements, ascribing to each technical and symbolic properties. Technical investigations associated with architectural development could mirror the idea, become a metalanguage, or exploratory ends in themselves. Semper deduced this potential condition in his propositions about the relationship of constructional elements and their concomitant techniques to meaning in forming space, and the potential ambiguities and complexities between structure and enclosure. ‘Semper...... considered architecture less technically than he did anthropologically and culturally. He did not espouse utilitarian ends, but rather the “embodied idea”, the manner by which an era infuses its ethos on the walls of its architecture.’ (Kieran, 1995, p.176).

In the diagram (fig.1), which is in a rough state, idea is presented in terms of spatial and material form, and stereotomic and tectonic typologies, with relationships of site, construction and structure. Andrea Deplazes (2008) makes a distinction between body (stereotomic) and lattice (tectonic) as the starting point of his construction handbook, Constructing Architecture: Materials, Processes, Structures. Fabrication is identified for the understanding that architectural meanings are manifest in physical acts of construction and assemblage, Semper’s four architectural elements with associated technical arts are differentiated. It recognizes the craft of building and then identifies a dichotomy in relation to building skills and contemporary computerised production. Yet ascribing properties to the illustrated architects shows the complexity of trying to categorise by construction. They tend to straddle categories, for example representing the stereotomic by tectonic means, or in the construction methods used. Representation is identified for the duality of description inherent in architecture where the designer seldom makes the work, but describes how it is to be made. The diagram could also become a speculation on whether architects chosen synthesise representation with a design process specific to their architecture. Drawings and models can represent the idea, facilitating the design process, and translating ideas into designs and their details.

Examples
Four examples of school projects overlain on the diagram, demonstrate different connections to technique in architecture. The examples, of which the first two represent general methods, are 1 Concrete casting as practical work connected to a structures course, and as phenomenological experience, 2 Model making as abstract representation or material interpretation, 3 Studios which use a building material and its techniques to develop spatial design approaches, and 4 Studio investigations into new materials, standardised components and industrialised techniques. The examples of teaching type are discussed alongside some prominent architects, intimating the use of precedents as references, whilst trying to categorise approaches to fabrication in the context of space making, its ideologies and representation. The school examples identify aspects of the relationship of factual properties to intuitive creativity and how physical properties imbue design with meaning. In the studio, technical explorations can enhance design investigations, or risk losing central ideas to the mechanisation of their making. One of the teaching studio’s purposes lies in its free yet rigorous experimentation with the technical arts. In Britain, this can exist across all kinds of studios, from the seemingly abstract to the most singular material investigators.

The purpose of the discussion is how to evolve ways of realising studio projects such that they reveal and manipulate meaningful intention through conscious fabrication, in a link between thinking and making which is fundamental.

1 Structural studies are typically the most theoretical, factually based courses. In the Architectural Association (and other schools), they are simultaneously presented by lecture and by physical testing. (fig.2) These include the casting of concrete used to test and precisely measure structural behaviour in its crushing properties, as conditions of stability and failure. Lessons in structural properties, presenting universal knowledge, become personal discoveries of craft to form. The qualities of the concrete manifest the testable properties of the material and its physical nature through its manufacture and the outcomes, as actions and temporary representations. As a studio material, concrete is also cast into forms, full size elements in relation to the body, used as building models, to experiment with the idea of fabrication and its expressions. Precise structural testing raises issues of the effects of scale as they are discerned in all models, while full scale experiments reveal other unknown or unpredictable characteristics not only of the material but the process.

2 One type of design studio uses as a starting point a focus on material and its fabrication, traditionally and innovatively, as a way of developing architectural form. One recent example is the second and third year unit of Clara Kraft and Satoshi Isono at the University of East London. (fig. 5, 6) Last year, they focussed on brick as a cast material, deriving alternative building techniques in the context of local conditions, whilst investigating concomitant form making. Having investigated the architecture and construction methodologies of four precedents, students made 1:1 prototypes using computerised fabrication and their own castings. Their development of the prototypes, was connected to their experiencing the processes of forming and firing, as thinking to making. The means of production was connected to the fundamental and creative conditions of brick with its latent crafting, through representation and the hand. I am reminded of this approach considering two recent projects by O’Donnell and Tuomey Architects, exhibited in the 2012 Venice
3

Another type of studio has developed projects from investigations into new materials and elements, reinventing existing materials, or using standard building component catalogues. The Intermediate Unit DRMM ran at the Architectural Association, encouraged students to develop solutions from research and the prototyping of materials and components, and live construction. (figs. 7, 8)

Their methodology of inventive assembly and a reassessment of existing spatial conditions, has fed into a practice approach in which the architecture is derived from the material and the crafting of its details (DRMM, 2001).

Themes of craft and form recur in Frank Gehry’s work, spanning between his own house and the Guggenheim Bilbao.

The house remakes its spatial form by cutting and refabricating, crafting and reinventing off the peg materials, as if the elaboration of the connections can fulfill the architect’s desire for direct involvement in the construction. By the Guggenheim, three dimensional computer modelling results in a much iterated form making, annealed to the techniques of representation. Simultaneously, the sophistication of the computer tools has replaced an idea of hand crafting materials, with precise manufacturing systems, with their more predictable, controlled outcomes. There is a generation of approach which has been enabled by computer analysis, in which the material takes precedence, with outcomes. There is a generation of approach which has been enabled by computer analysis, in which the material takes precedence, with outcomes. What these studio and project examples lead us back to is the idea of whether the material should carry its own independent message detached from the building to record an idea. Or the exercise by David Grandorge’s Diploma 7 students at London Metropolitan University of interpreting seven housing types in the work of Pierre d’Avoine Architects (figs. 9, 10). The models, in which secondhand tables were adapted and altered, reappropriated the concept of the dollhouse, to understand and interpret essential architectural ideas in the houses. In school projects, the model in its iterations and different forms is an important component of incomplete development where the means maybe as useful, or more so than the ends.

Architecture is a mediated practice in the sense that architects rarely build their own work. The techniques of the architect are elaborated in the methodology of construction, and its representation. What Hejduk identified, was the potential of the methods of making buildings to sustain or conflict with originary intent. In this way technical explorations could mirror the idea, or become a metalanguage, or become exploratory ends in themselves. Hejduk’s question refers to meaning in architecture and its authentic pursuit in fabrication. What these studio and project examples lead us back to is the idea of whether the material should carry its own independent message detached from the work. The examples cannot answer a particular way of investigating material in the studio, only raising the complexity technique embeds in our projects.
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